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Delectable Pickles,
Paste and Chutneys
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Who We Are
Jaggi Export India is a leading brand supplying traditionally manufactured pickles,
chutneys, and pastes to your kitchens. We have a vast history of more than ten years of
delivering our exotic range of top-notch pickles and chutneys to importers around the
globe.

We have also been supplying Indian kitchenwares worldwide since we stepped into the
field. Our expert team works diligently in manufacturing authentic, hygienic, and
quality-rich products understanding the customers' needs.

We have successfully built trust amongst the clients since we were established in 1998.
Our customer range has already been established in more than seven countries and has
grown since then.

Who Leads Us

Mr. Aalok Jaggi, the director of the leading brand exporting 
authentic Indian pickles, chutneys and pastes worldwide, has an 
immense experience in the field. With the aim of promoting 
Indian spices and food globally, he started the company, Jaggi 
Export India in 1998 and has gained a vast popularity. Over the 
years, he has emerged as a renowned name today in more than 
300 Indian restaurants spread across the globe.

We deliver authentic recipes to your doorsteps and serve you the original Indian 
tastes on your plates, no matter which part of the globe you reside in.

Authentic

All of our products are manufactured by experts whose utmost priority is 
maintaining proper hygiene while preserving the originality of the products.

Hygienic

The products we manufacture have to pass all the clinical tests before being out 
for export. We keep health and hygiene at the top-most priority.

Well tested

We are a brand exporting our quality products to different countries and are 
growing and achieving milestones every day.

Global

Aalok Jaggi, Director
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Jaggi Export India has a wide range of pickles, chutneys, and pastes 
to serve your kitchen needs and cravings. We deliver them in the 
packaging of different quantities as per the customers’ requirements, 
ranging from 250 gm to 1 kg. We also avail private labeling on 
customers' demand.

Mango Pulp
Pickles
Paste
Chutney



MANGO PULP

Available in 850gm, 1Kg

“Delicious range of pulps to satisfy 
                        our mango cravings instantly”
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Available in 850gm, 1Kg

Enjoy eating mangoes throughout the year, even if it is not the mango season, with our
wide range of mango pulps. We choose the best mangoes to manufacture and export
quality mango pulps to your kitchens. Our traditionally manufactured mango pulps give
you the original mango taste. Our mango pulps include:

Mango Pulp

Alphonso Mango Pulp Kesar Mango Pulp

Totapuri Mango Pulp



PICKLES

Available in 250gm, 400gm, 500gm, 1Kg

“Bring home the mouth-watering pickles  
                      and enhance the taste of boring dishes.”
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Available in 250gm, 400gm, 500gm, 1Kg, 5kg

Pickles

Hot Lemon Pickle

Green Chilli Pickle Gunda Pickle

Mango Pickle

Mix Pickle

We have a wide range of delicious pickles well preserved in brine, vinegar, or edible oils
built in traditional Indian spices. We manufacture several pickles to hone your tastes.
Our range of pickles include:



Available in 250gm, 400gm, 500gm, 1Kg, 5kg

“Bring home the mouth-watering pickles  
                      and enhance the taste of boring dishes.”
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Sweet Bijora
Pickle

Sweet Gunda
Pickle

Sweet Red Chilli
Pickle

Mango Chhundo Sweet Lemon
Pickle

Sweet Mango
Pickle



PASTE

Available in 250gm, 400gm, 500gm, 1Kg

“Cook your food in luscious pastes
                 for restaurant-like food everyday”



Available in 250gm, 400gm, 500gm, 1Kg

Our mouth-watering pastes will help you add a fantastic twist to your simple dishes and
will help your food get praise all over. The fresh and traditional pastes help you give your 
home-cooked dishes a restaurant-like touch. Our list of pastes includes:

Paste

Tanduri Paste Malwani CurryButter Chicken

Korma Paste Tikka PasteCurry Paste
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Ginger Paste Ginger Garlic PasteGarlic Paste

Coriander Paste Makhni Paste

Available in 250gm, 400gm, 500gm, 1Kg

“Cook your food in luscious pastes
                               for restaurant-like food everyday”
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Ginger Paste Ginger Garlic PasteGarlic Paste

Coriander Paste Makhni Paste

Available in 250gm, 400gm, 500gm, 1Kg

“Cook your food in luscious pastes
                               for restaurant-like food everyday”
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CHUTNEY

Available in 250gm, 400gm, 500gm, 1Kg

"Serve spicy, palatable chutneys to
           your plates and add life to your food."



We have a range of traditionally made sour and spicy chutneys especially keeping the 
food lovers in mind. Our chutneys are available in multiple packages of different quantities 
as per the customer's requirements. Some of our tasty chutneys  are:

Chutney

Date Tamrind
Chutney

Mango Chutney

Green Chilli Chutney Mint Chutney Lime Chiili Chutney

Available in 250gm, 400gm, 500gm, 1Kg
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Jaggi Export India has been exporting authentic and quality products since its 
establishment in 1998. Our products are already being exported to multiple countries like 
Australia, New Zealand, Dubai, the USA, European countries, and many more in the list to 
name. Throughout the manufacturing procedure, from production to packaging and 
container stuffing to delivery, our team of experts ensures the professional handling of 
every product. We have been working with more than 100 restaurants in India and 
worldwide, and have successfully acquired a renowned name today in exporting authentic 
and genuine Indian products globally.



CONTACT US

Aalok Jaggi
DIRECTOR

Jaggi Export India
+91-9871363455

Vaibhav Jaggi
MANAGER

International Sales and Marketing
Jaggi Export India

+91-9711690950


